
New Developments in Consciousness Science 

Sackler Centre meeting at Wiston House  

10-11
th

 September 2013 

  

DAY 1 SCHEDULE 

Session 1: Introduction to key areas of consciousness science  

Series of pedagogical general talks.  

9.30-9.40: Intro Anil Seth – Key questions of consciousness science, linked to the research 

themes of the Sackler Centre. 

Theoretical neural correlates 

9.40-10.10: Murray Shanahan (external keynote speaker) – Global Workspace Theory 

10.10-10.30: Adam Barrett – Integrated information Theory 

Conscious cognition 

10.30-10.50: Anil Seth – Predictive coding 

10.50-11.10: Dan Bor – Consciousness and attention 

  

COFFEE BREAK 

  

11.40-12.00: Zoltan Dienes – Metacognition and higher-order thought theory 

Phenomenology and the clinic 

12.00-12.20: Hugo Critchley – Interoception/emotion. 

12.20-12.40: Nick Medford -  Dissociation in neuropsychiatric patients 

12.40-13.00: Jamie Ward - Synaesthesia 

  



LUNCH 

  

Session 2: Methodology Based Talks 

Some talks that should focus on teaching the audience something about methodology, 

alongside highlighting recent research. 

14.15-14.30: Keisuke Suzuki: Virtual reality, motion capture systems, substitutional reality. 

14.30-14.45: Lionel Barnett: Granger causality (How to design experiments/create data 

sets  to use with Granger causality. How to apply Granger to existing data sets etc) 

14.45-15.00: Sarah Garfinkel: Using clinical patients to gain insight into consciousness. 

Combining psychophysiology with neuroimaging 

15.00-15.30: David Schwartzman and Jim Parkinson: TMS/EEG. 

  

COFFEE BREAK 

  

Session 3: Exposure to further areas of consciousness science with emphasis 

on recent research highlights 

16.00-16.15: Nic Rothen – Memory and consciousness: insights from synaesthesia 

16.15-16.30: Ryan Scott – A recent challenge to the global access hypothesis 

16.30-16.40: Natasha Sigala  

Recent philosophical perspectives on consciousness 

16.40-16.55: David Gamez 

16.55-17.10: Ron Chrisley 

  

Closing day 1 session: perspectives on the day 

17.10-17.15: Daniel Osorio 

17.15-17.20: Closing remarks for the day: Anil Seth 

  



Early evening activity: Archery (Approx 5.30-7) 

Dinner  (7.30) 

DAY 2 Schedule 

Facilitation: Magdalena Bak-Meier 

9.00 Kick off. Short discussion on “What are the most promising methods for advancing 

consciousness science and why?” 

Short presentations: 

Acer Chang (Sackler DPhil student) 

Cassandra Gould (Sackler DPhil student) 

Maxine Sherman (Sackler DPhil student) 

Hazel Anderson (Sackler DPhil student) 

Yair Pinto (Sackler postdoc) 

Marte Otten (Sackler postdoc) 

Andy Mealor (Sackler associate postdoc) 

Natasha Sigala (Sackler associate faculty) 

  

Introductions (e.g. background, interests): 

Michael Schartner (New Sackler DPhil student) 

Ruben Azevedo (Visiting PhD student) 

Yutaka Komura (Visiting research fellow) 

Leon Lagnado (Head of “Sussex Neuroscience”): How Sackler Centre research fits with 

emerging directions of Sussex Neuroscience. 

  

10.15 Stake map exercise. Drawing a map of the field of consciousness science, and each of 

our positions and future directions on the map. Discussions on what we can learn from the 

map, and on emerging questions. 

  



LUNCH  

  

PM: Cafe style discussions. People grouped around tables. There will be three 30 min 

rounds of discussions in different groupings, followed by group synthesis. There will be votes 

on which questions we will discuss. Spontaneous questions will be considered. Potential 

questions are the following: 

- What can we test about the relationship between consciousness and metacognition? 

- How can we truly dissociate predictive coding from attention? 

- How can we properly measure information flow and integration from brain imaging data? 

- Can Integrated Information Theory be reconciled with the hierarchical nature of information 

processing in the brain? 

- What is the relationship between consciousness and memory? 

- What can we learn about consciousness by studying the phenomenology and behaviour of 

psychiatric patients? 

- Can the basic science translate into endophenotypes for psychiatric conditions? 

- What are the best methods to engender collaboration and interaction between research 

strands and psychiatry? 

- What can we learn about consciousness from synaesthesia? 

- How might we dissociate conscious from unconscious perception in predictive coding 

models? 

- How do different theories of consciousness IIT, Global Workspace etc relate to each other? 

Commonalities and differences? 

- What would a final grand theory about the neural correlates of consciousness look like? 

- What are the most promising combinations of experimental methods for advancing 

consciousness science? 

- What is the relation between interoceptive and exteroceptive processing for consciousness 

of the world and of self? 

Open Space: Further discussions in freely chosen groupings. 

Final Group Discussion. 

Final Closing and Next Action Steps. Adam Barrett and David Schwartzman. 



 


